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READING MEDIEVAL STUDIES
The Shepherdess in Cerveri de Girone's Fourth Pastorele
In a recent study entitled La Pastourelle: Pol!:sie et folklore au
moyen Oge, Zink notes that at all times the pastourelle has known great
success in all the Romance la~ua9es and that this genre is well alive today,
even though it has been through some transformations . 1 He also observes
that many analyses and treatises on the subject have been written . Why th is
interest in the pastourelle? 'Why have the courtly poets cultivated with so
much favour a genre which so diverged from the fest of their output? I 2 He
sees in the shepherdess and in her relations with the knight the most important
element of the pastourelle. If the shepherdess takes first place, it is because
she personifies a unique image: 'that of a woman, pure obiect of pleasure,
brought about by the wild and sensuous nature, and foreign to their [the
poets' J civilized sensitivity' . 3 In short, Zink osserts that the plstourelles
had simply been written for the purpose of exteriorising the fantas ies and
libido of the poet and of his audience .
Can such a concept be applied to a troubadour from the end of the
thirteenth century, that is, to a poet writing right at the decline of the troubadour's art? What are the most significant elements of the action in the
plstourelles composed by Cerveri de Girone and how has he represented and
used the character of the shepherdess? 1 have chosen to study the fourth and
last fXlstorela . In so doing I hope to shed light on some questions which
critics and contempcrary reode-:-s have raised , and thus contribute to enlarging
our understanding of a world still mysterious to us, thot of the medieval poet.
First of all, it is necessary to determine as accurately as possible the
domain of the pastourelle : its definition and typology thus form the first frame
of my study. Next, I will place the fourth fXlstorela of Cerveri in this perspective . lastly, I will study the character of the shepherdess and her role in
the poem, thus bringing to light the message she transmits and bringing forth
the necessary conclusions.
Definition
The Occitan plstourelle (fXlstorela) presents itself as a narrative poem
which puts on the stage several characters, at least one of whom is a shepherd
or shepherdess, and where the oction unfolds in a rustic setting. The poet,
who always assumes the role of narrator, plays a more or less active part in the
little drama he relates. As for the scenario, it is simple and unfolds in the
followi~ monner :
1.
A knight - the poet narrator himself - is riding in the countryside
when he encounters a young and pretty shepherdess watching her flock.
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Captivated by the engaging aspect of the pretty maiden he dismounts and
without great pretences he proposes to her to make love behind the bushes.
This is the requ3te d'amour (request for love).

2.
The shepherdess (pastore) then engages in a verbal debate with the
knight, either refusing to agree to his request notwithstanding the gifts he
promises or the commitments he makes (including even a promise to marry) or
consenting even though she does not wont to accept too soon . This is the
dl>bot d'amour (love debate).
3.
The denouement is marked either by the success of the knight or by
his discomfiture.
By the force of events the characters of this little rustic dramo are
reduced to a minimum. The action, while remaining simple, offers a certain
variety ranging in tone and content from the serious type depicted with sensitivity to the comically grotesque of true buffoonery .

The pIlstourelle is a very conventional poetic genre whose stereotyped
elements are only a series of variations on the theme of the encounter between
a young man and a young woman. The variations on the theme are, in their
turn, strictly codified SO as to be integrated in the larger context of the
fin'amor i they should still conform to the lows of courtly love. In the context of courtly love, we most often find the poet in love courting a married
lady, the domna, ofo social status much higher than his own . He is required
to adopt toward her a very ritualised manner and to use words required by
social conventions, thus allowing no place for the expression of his true personal feelings and forbidding him any rein of imagination. To express his
personal style, the poet has only one possibility which is to alter the form of
the poem according to his desires and plans of that moment, playing with the
strophic structure or with the rhythm of the verse and the combinations of
rhymes and letting his lexica I preferences run freely.
In the Dccitan pastourelle, we note with interest that the characters
are placed on the social ladder in an order exactly opposite to that which
exists for the protagonists of courtly love in the more troditional situation. 4
The damna has become a little peasant girl and the poet now occupies the
higher position conferred upon him by his social rank and his education .
Since the frame of fin'amor must be maintained, the poet presents h is I<we
reques t to the shepherdess in a manner which mimes more or less sincerely the
conventional ritual that would have occurred in all communications between
the domna and her amic. And since one finds so few sentiments and emotions
expressed in the pastourelle, it is in the ploy of the charocters that one must
search for interest.
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Typology

Edmond Forol has established a classification of the different types
of French and Occitcn pastourelles which seem simple and adequate. 5 I hove
drown a table based on that classification (see appendix, p.43) ,
Types I and II of Foral represent the classic scenario of the postourelle whose outline has been given above. What the denouement brings to the
shepherdess creates the distinction between Types 1 and II: if she succombs to
the request of the knight, we have a pastourelle of Type I, while if she resists
successfully the advances of the suitor, the pastourelle belongs to Type 11.
Types III and IV ore the proof that a break from the classic scenario has occurred . In the Type III pastourelle,the knight - thus the poet-narrator - plays a
passive role: he is only the witness of the scene he is relating. Often while
hidden, he looks at the shepherds and shepherdesses in the midst of their gomes,
quarrels, love encounters and even fights: from actor he has become voyeur.
The shepherdess maintains the important role she hod hod in the other two
types of pastourelle but her portner is now the shepherd, or any other peasant
fellow whenever she wishes to toke revenge against her country lover. On
the other hand, the postourelles of Type IV occur seldom and are quite different: they are, according to Faral, !evolvecl and very rare forms of the
postourelle' . 6 In this context, the knight assumes again his role of actor but
the crama has taken a new sign ificance: the love request having disappeared,
it is replaced by a love debate between the kn ight on one hand and the shepherd or shepherdess (or sometimes both) on the other hand. The love debate
has lost its essential characteristics to become a mere conversation or exchange
of ideas between two parties - knight opposed to shepherd or shepherdess with very different rank and culture, the former aristocratic through his education and even social rank, the latter common, unrefined and even gross and
definitely crafty, but not always devoid of wit. The action, whenever it
exists, is reduced to a few insignificant events, evidently a stratagem to give
the knight an opportunity to intervene verbally. However, one important
facta- remains - the subject of the love debate is still love, the sorrow or joy
resulting from love, or both emotions mingled. At that point the knight consoles and comforts the shepherdess, or the shepherd, or else he is very condescending to her. Whatever the case may be, the ensuing events give the
knight an opportunity to show his wisdom. However, some pClstourelles can be
found where the situation is reversed: wisdom and finesse are found on the
side of peasantry!
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Cerveri de Girone's Fourth Postorela
I)

II)

III)

IV)

Pre dlun jardi encontrey I'altre dio
una nina que poonetz guordavo,
quLm dix c'axi tritz passer no solia;
ez eu dix Ii CfJ'en dos f>,ls meus pessova
q' en escolas val ian far viatge .
E cil dix mi que trap mal estoria
a las volens donas d'aquest repayre
si per ay~o perdia tm'] olegratge;
e dix qu'escrit d'aycelas me daria,
qui.m devien far secors ses estroyre.
Qu'entre Canet e Castelnou n'aurio;
e Cortzovi e Cabrens que . y comtovo,
e Carman~o, Mlrt~o., Urgs que.y metia,
Rocoberti, Pals, Casso no . y laxava
Fuxo, TorTen, Cruylas ses oltratge
Begur, N\onclus, Requezen no.y jaquia
Bas, Ostolas ne Saga per mal trayre
ne Cordona, qui nO.m deu laxor gatge,
Urgel, Qveralt e Cabreyra.y dizio
ob Cerveyllo trento e sis de bon oyre.

De Cardona e de Peralta fa lria
e d'Entensa.1 comtes si.y bescomtava;
d'Anglerol'ab Cerveyra finorio
I'escrit. <;0 dix, car valor offinovo:
'Na nineta, tenron ves a folotge
los reynos domnas de cortezia
si el comte no van con Ii duy froyre
'Seyner, pus on sabre totes estotge
may que totes devon far toto via,
car part totas sabem qu'es lars lauzoyre .·
'Na nineta, be . m parlatz a rna gCuJio.'
'E vos, seyner, trop meyls qu'eu nO . m cuyova ;
mas er conosc que tot segles cambia,
que I 'oltre jarn grans compoynie passova
de cavalers rics e de gran Iynotge,
ez entre totz un caval nO.n avic,
e vos anatz a coval. Co.s pot foyre? I
' Nino, si . 1 ric mermon pretz e paratge,
e.1 covaler loxon covalerio,
vilas seron de pretz en I'ouzor cayre . '
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V)

'Seyner, del fey e dels baros volria
saber s'en cort nuylls hom patz en porlava.
'Na nineta, 10 terra.n rrr.1ys valda
si.lsseusdel fey, el reyd'elrs]se louzava .'
'Seyner, car vol de totz pendre.1 bovatge
ez il no fen 10 dreit cia I rey ployria
no.ls aug del fey ne.1 rey d'els lauzor gayre"
'Nino, .1 fey vol gitar tot mal usotge
de so terra, ez als boros par sia
tortz~oqu'el fay, cor no sec I'usdelpayre.'
I

VI)

VII}

VIII)

(45)

(50)

'Seyner, a Deu, c'afer oy dins I'estotge,
e can venretz parlarem oltre dio. I
'Nino, drei=0t avetz gen vostr'ofoyre. I
'Ans que fo~o I'escola lor viatge,
seyner, devas las domnas tengon via
e puys veyrem cals faran Pescrit fayre,

(55)

e metrem n'i d'altras d'estrayn repayre.'

Cerveri wrote four pIlstorelas.

The edition used for this study is

that of Iv\:Jrtin de Riquer in his Obras com;letas del trovador Cerveri de

Girona, published in Barcelona in 1947.
In an article which will be pubI ished subsequentl~ I hove analysed the character of the shepherdess in Cerverils
For the present study, I chose the fourth pastourelle befour pastourelles.
cause it is the most remarkable of the series. The first two pastorelas, Entre
Lerido e Belvis and Entre Caldes e Penedes, are of Types' and II respectively,
and reveal nothing exceptional other than the fact that they together form a
whole, a little rustic drama featuring the same shepherdess. The third
pastourelle, En may, can per 10 calor, seems ot first to be a buffoonery related to Type III. Such is not the case; this poem belongs to Type IV by the
use of allegory, by its ensenyamen (morality) and by the political considerations which underlie the debate between shepherd, shepherdess and knight.
The same thematic situation occurs in the fourth pastourelle, Pres dlun jardi
encontrey 110 Itre dia: it is worth our sustained attention.
First of all, it is worth mentioning that for the first time, Cerveri
has taken great care to observe that the shepherdess watche::f a flock, not of
mere sheep or cows or lowly pigs, but of young peacocks, the royal bird ~
excellence (v.2). This simple fact confers upon the shepherdess a dignity of
significant importance. As for the shepherd, he has been done away with,
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os well as the love request, the lovers' quarrels end the exchange of arguments designed to obtain a sexual satisfaction or to escape it. In this poem,
we encounter a sad and pensive poet (v . 3) and a young shepherdess who is
trying to help him (vv.6-24). 'There ore many ladies of high standing around
here who will be able to bring back your happiness to you, she says to him
(vv . 6-8) and she mentions twenty-eight towns where he will be able to find
these ladies (vv . 11-24). To Cerveri, who remained unbelieving, she replies
that because of their rank these courtly ladies ought to be more generous thon
any other ladies (vv.28-30). 'They ought to do more thon any others throughout their I ives, I she odds wisely .
I

may que totos devon far toto via

(v . 29)

Then all of a sudden, the shepherdess launches a discussion on the
world and the manners at the court, both of which she finds in a state of
change (stanza lV ). Better yet, the following stanza brings forth , ol ways
upon the initiative of our shepherdess, a question of pressing reality which
must have caused quite a bit of commotion at the time: the new taxes created
and collected by the king and most particularly a tax on cattle (vv .45-47) .
Cerveri quickly offers an explanation (vv.48-50). Only after this extraordinary digression are we able to come back to the initial problem expressed
in the pastourelle - viz., how the noble ladies can help Cerveri surmount his
sorrow (vv .54-57) . It is worth noting that the latter will remain an enigma
until the end, since the poem does not offer any satisfactory solution to this
matter.
Personality of the Shepherdess
How has Cerveri pictured the shepherdess? With what colours has
he painted her and what substance has he given her? Is this very young girl
credible? What is motivating her? These are the questions that must be
answered in order to give meaning to this important character.
We note right away that the pastora rem'J'ins anonymous, not only because she has no name, but also because the poet gives of her only a VefY brief
and conventional description. The fourth pastourelle is, regarding this matter , a masterpiece of concision : one word suffices, nina. However, as 1 have
pointed out earlier, she watches over a flock of peacocks, rare and prized
birds with a high monetary value. This simple fact carries much more meaning
than is perceived at first glance . Indeed, these valuable peacocks would not
have been placed in the care of a 'bird-brain' keeper or, worse yet, of a
simpleton. Our shepherdess must be endowed with a lot of common sense and
a good dose of intelligence. Naturally, the rest of the story will prove this!
Thus, the shepherdess appears to us with an aura of dignity since she
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has been chosen to watch over birds found only in the gardens or on the table
of kings and princes. This fact might explain this most surprising reversal of
the roles which any reoder perceives with astonishment: is not the pastoro
the one who counsels and comforts the disoriented knight? Cerveri does not
reveal how a young peasant girl is able to nome towns or places where a good
number of noble, generous and compassionate ladies hold court. However,
it is plausible that this kind of information could hove been known by quite a
few people, peasants included: our young shepherdess, as well we know, was
not born yesterday. Stanzas rv and V prove without any doubt that she is
endowed with an inquisitive and perceptive mind . When she assures the poet
that the courtly ladies will bring succour to him, it is because she knows that
noblesse oblige. When the poet compliments her, 'young girl, you speak
well to my liking', she spontaneously replies, 'And you, my lord, far better
than I thought' - though her reply shows no impertinence (v . 31-32). The
shepherdess is the one who directs the conversation towards unexpected subjects: does she not ask the knight to give her some explanations on the matter
of the changing manners at the court? '"But it is the whole world which is in
a state of change,' she adds perceptively (tot segles cambia, v. 33). Cerveri
concurs, proclaiming that if the high-ranking lords diminish in merit and
courtliness and if knights abandon the rules of chivalry, peasants will have to
show merit in their place (vv . 38-40) - a statement which could have toppled
walls in those days, if one remembers that this was written at the end of the
thirteenth century:
'Nina, sLI ric merman pretz e paratge,
e.1 covaler laxan cavaleria,
vilas seran de pretz en I'auzor cayre . '

(vv . 38-40)

'At the court of the king and of his barons, was there any talk about
peace?' asks the young moiden, alluding here to a delicate question, that of
the cattle tax imposed by King James of Aragon upon all the nobles, members
of the clergy and cities of Catalonia: this tax was indeed ill-received by the
privileged classes and there is no doubt that the pros and cons were hotly debated at all levels of society. 9 The peasants were, on all evidence, the first
to be concerned since they had the task of raising the oxen belonging to their
lords, and since they used them for their work in the fields . Therefore/it is
hardly astonishing that the shepherdess is eager to receive the knight's advice
on this subject since he frequents the court of a lord . What is for more
astonishing is the commentary made by the young peasant girl with all that it
means: she remarks that the king wishes to receive the tax from everyone and
because not everyone is paying it, he shows much discontent with his subjects .
Is this not a more or less veiled protest against social injustice? If the king
has shown his sense of equality by raising a tax from everybody, he is indeed
poorly served by all those who do not pay their shore: thus the shepherdess
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vents her bitterness in the face of social inequalities. Cerveri has understood her message very well and he is quick to exonerote the king by explaining that the king's intent is to ' extirpate all the bad customs from his land'
(w.48-49). Such a conversation, which should have been on the pleasant
matter of love, proves to be so serious and weighty. The poet himself compliments the shepherdess for having well presented her business (v.53). During
the whole encounter, he has shown respect and sympathy for the young peasant
girl. This fact can be proven in several ways, one of which is to compare
the words used by Cerveri to address the girl: in this last pastourelle, he calls
her nino or nineta when he hod called her tom in the other three. Though
thes;-;-ords all mean 'young rn::Iiden~ they have different connotations. Toza
is simply a young maiden or a young girl in the most general sense of the word;
nina is already more affectionate l coloured with sympathYi and nineta l by the
very fact that it ls a meliorative diminutive, reinforces the connotation of
tender feelings towards a young person. lastlYI Cerveri did not present any
love request {we are talking about sexual love here} to the shepherdess: a
convincing proof of his respect fer her. Until the end of the poems our shepherdess remains in possession of all her mental faculties.
She is the one,
indeed, who manages to bring the conversation back to its starting point and
who places it back in its context of courtly love, that is to say, the question
of the noble and helpful ladies who can give succour to the poet.
It is evident that this pastora who graces Cerveri's fourth postourelle
with her ingenuousness and her spontaneous sincerity greatly differs from the
traditional shepherdess. Cerved has often been compared to GuirautRiquier,
his contemporary, yet I have not found any similarity between his presentation of the shepherdess in his fourth pastourelle and that made by Guiraut of a
shepherdess - always the same person but ot different times in her life - in his
series of six pClstourelies. 10 Guirout's shepherdess always remains very close
to the conventional types even when she moralises, while Cerveri's has become
an altogether different person. Audiau has shown in his treatise on the
Occitan pastourelle that the lost troubadours demonstroted a tendency to
mora lise and that their pasteurelles reflected the decadence of the profane
literature through their shift towards a more religious type. 11 Cerved's
fourth pastore la, as well as his third l proves that the frittering-away of the
pastourelle was already well under way at the end of the thirteenth century.
However, it is interesting to note that Cerveri's pastourelles contain no religious allusions t contrary to the custom of that time.
I have shown that the new tone found in the fourth pastourelle - as
well as in the third - reflects Cerveri's interest in, and even concern with,
social questions.
It is clear that Cerveri did not write his fourth pastourelle
in the spirit attributed by Zink to the troubadours, that is to say, to provide
a sexual outlet either for himself or for his audience. Furthermore, neither
the frame nor the affective climate of fin'amor are maintained: on the contrary,
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we note that the poet and his message have been politicised. The remarks
of the knight and shepherdess are intended to denounce the frittering-away of
the courtly qualities that had been the hallmark of the higher class, and to
reveal the injustices created by social stratification. 'The whole world is in
a state of change; whot does that mean? I asks the pastora, and Cerveri replies, in essence, that if the nobles cannot maintain an exemplary behaviour,
then peasants will hove to do it in their stead. Those of the troubadours born
into a lower social class were on all evidence very conscious of the disparity
between their social position and that of the masters they served . Cerveri
appears to us as one of the most contestatory among them, so much so that he
was often forced in his poemsto mention his protectors. When he could not
nome these persons he used a stratagem: he would name a place or a town
where his security was assured . This indeed is the only way we can interpret
the long I ist of twenty-eight towns made by the shepherdess in stanzas II and
III of the fourth pastourelle: the maiden clearly says that the poet will find
secor near the courtly ladies who I ive there. Secor means help or succour .
In this context the meaning of protection" is evident. Henc~ we find in this
pastourelle a very special use of the locus : a political locus as opposed to
the traditional locus which furnishes the spatial e lements of a poem .
It would be a mistake to consider this new role of the pastora as that
of a mere instrument or ' mouthpiece' for the poet. The behaviour of the
shepherdess, unexpected in on illiterate peasant girl, provides the key to the
characterisation of this persona. In the second pastourelle she had already
insisted on being treated as a courtly lady, a domna.
In the fourth poem
she behoves as a true damna, offering her help to the knight whom she now
treats as an amic, the beloved friend . She discusses with him the current
affairs which are the topic of the conversat ion s at court . Thus the peasant
girl has risen above her social closs and Cerveri hos voiced the reason for this
extraordinary change in verses 38- 40, cited above: 'Nina si.1 ric mermon
pfetz e paratge . .. ' We have come full circle: if the nobility does not
protect and does not practise virtues and moral qualities, there are peasants
who wish to do so and are quite capable of it. We have in this an affirmation of the intrinsic value of the human being above and beyond the artificial
value conferred by social rank. The humanist revolution which was going to
flourish during the Renaissance and after is already seminally contained in
Cerveri de Girone's pastourelles and the salient fact is that his little pastora
surrounded by her dignity carries in her the first visible signs of this revolution .

ODETTE CADART-RICARD
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
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Type

Love Request

I

II

Love Debate

Shepherdess resists,

or9u~

5 ide I

Knight rides in countryfi nels shepherdess
alone, requests lovemaking.
Knight is on actor.

kn ight prom ises different
things (even marriage),
offers gifts .

Some scenario.

Some scenario.

...w
III

IV

Shepherds of both sexes
dance, sing, make love.
Knight watches them.
Knight is a voyeur.

Characteristics of the
Action
Shepherdess gives in, be- Active verbal excouse influenced by
change and variety in
promises, gifts or arguthe events - a sma II
ments of knightjbecause
drama.
wishing to avenge herself
of her lover,/becouse
token by force by kA ight .
Denouement

No love debate with the
knight. Love debate between peasants, very
limited.

Knight riding incountry- Love debate becomes on
side converses with shep- exchange of ideas or a
herd or shepherdess who
lesson obout love.
asks for advice or sympothy . No love request.
, Knight is an actor.

Shepherdess does not
give in; she is saved by
her ruses (arguments,
threats, screams) or with
the help of her lover or
other peasants.

Same as above.

Shepherdess gives in to
her lover/beats him/ is
hit by him; often a general right ensues. Knight
joins in/does not join
in in the end.

little verbal exchange"
but violent action
(blows, screams); the
tone is gross and vulgar - a buffoonery.

It is not a question of
shepherdess resisting or
giving in (this is not the
theme of the poem).

Active verbal exchangei
but no happenings-an
intellectual debate, a
lesson about love.
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